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Main image shows NK SiteSecure Safety Fence

GENERAL SPECIFICATION
NK SITESECURE HOARDING

SPECIFICATION: NK SiteSecure Hoarding Panel, as Drawing NK/
SSEC/1, galvanised panel 2m high x 2m wide, comprising 38mm
diameter top and bottom tubular frame with horizontal channels
infilled with cover from view corrugated sheet (0.7mm thick),
complete with rubber foot and coupler.

NK SITESECURE GUARDRAIL

SPECIFICATION: NK SiteSecure Guardrail, as Drawing NK/SSEC/2,
galvanised panel 1.1m high x 2.5m wide, comprising 38.1mm
diameter tubular frame infilled with 17nr 12.6mm diameter
vertical bars at 110mm centres (bars slotted to top and welded
to bottom horizontals), complete with hook and eye connectors
and staggered legs for ease of stacking.

NK SITESECURE SAFETY FENCE
SPECIFICATION: NK SiteSecure Safety Fence, as Drawing NK/
SSEC/3, galvanised panel 2m high x 3.4m wide, comprising 38mm
diameter tubular frame with radius top and reinforced bottom
corners. Panel is clad with 50mm x 261mm mesh, complete with
rubber foot and coupler.
*All dimensions represent nominal values.

KEY FEATURES: NK SiteSecure offers a range of products to
cater for temporary fencing and access control requirements.
Typically used at contruction sites or public entertainment
venues, the NK SiteSecure range is designed for efficient
storage and transportation, rapid installation and through
it’s modular construction, provides customisable temporary
fencing boundaries which match your environment.
Installation of all fencing is subject to site specific risk
assessments and NK recommends due regard should be given
to nearby aids to scaling or natural overhangs.

RELATED PRODUCTS
NK SITESECURE ACCESSORIES: A wide range of NK
SiteSecure accessories are available to suit your needs,
including moulded plastic traffic management barriers,
branded infills, decorative prints and standard health &
safety warning signs.
OTHER PRODUCTS:
Advertising tarps

Netting tarps

Support Braces

Spirral Anchors

Plastic Barriers

GRP Paving plates

STANDARD COLOUR RANGE
The colours shown are indicative colours. No
guarantee can be given that the match is correct.

BLACK
RAL 9005

GREY
RAL 7037

BLUE
RAL 5010

WHITE
RAL 9010

GREEN
RAL 6005

RED
RAL 3000

YELLOW
RAL 1006

BROWN
RAL 8019

NK Fencing has a policy of continuous innovation and as a result specification may change without notice. Suitability of use and design remain the responsibility of the specifier. Please refer to our terms & conditions of
quotation & contract, care and maintenance instructions, and all technical information as provided on our website and available on request.

